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"The government of a people by itself has a meaning and
a reality, but such a thing as government of one people by
another does not and cannot exist."
John Stuart Mill.

WHY INDIA IS IN REVOLT AGAINST
BRITISH RULE
Many Englishmen are asking to-day, why in peace-loving
India insurrection is extending now all over the country, while
Britain is fighting for her very existence? Grievances, true, she
has had many, but she of all countries should have remained
true to her past ideals and been chivalrous enough not to have
attacked England from her back.
Yes, if England would have practised what she has been
preaching! Many an Indian in the beginning of the war listened
to that sophistic argument and learned to his bitter experience it was but another tyrant's pretext. Perfide Albion puts
on a pious holy cloak and appeals to India's sense of religious
honor, so that she lets slip this golden opportunity offered by
the present European war, and when the war is over, all the
momentum of the British Empire can be brought in operation
to crush the hopes and aspirations of the Indian people for
generations to come. But the hour has struck and destiny has
decreed that India shall no longer be deceived and the disintegration of the British Empire, based on treachery, perfidy
and tyranny, is but the question of a day.
England has filled her cup to its bitterest full, and like
auto-intoxication, she is dying by her own hands. Whirlwind
she has sown and must reap her harvest. This is the immutable
law of Karma. Her tyranny and hypocrisy have generated the
poison, and by its virulent toxin she has sealed her own doom.
Mystic and peace-loving India has learned to hate England
with that religious fervor and passion which transcends the
soul and in which remains the only exquisite delight of
revenge. To see England but humiliated and crushed would be
as if to ascend the gates of heaven, and on her brow the stigma
of slavery—as she has robbed others of their liberty, so she feels
its pathos and pains for her own retribution.
\
That is why millions of Orientals to-day are praying for
the success and victory of the German arms more ardently than
•
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the devout Christians prayed for the delivery of Jerusalem.
Thousands are adding every day to the standard of revolt and
painting the Eastern sky with the vermilion-red and with their
martyr's blood, are cementing national unity and consciousness.
Out of gloomy despair and dark pessimism have come the
undying hope and enthusiasm. The irpn chains of slavery that
bound them are being forged into the flaming sword of liberty
and freedom.
Call it madness, if you please, or havoc of oriental emotionalism, for the unarmed masses to rise against modern artillery.
But what else could they do? To cherish revenge only in heart,
when seeing the country robbed and outraged by the worst kind
of legalized piracy, and the best leaders, the hopes of the future,
dragged into the dungeons;—to live that life of lingering torture,
degradation and shame without a manly protest, would be a
living grave. Rather death thousand times more enjoyable on
a hangman's stand or sword in hand before the cannon's mouth,
avenging the wrongs, than the vegetating life of meek submission to tyrant's haughty and disdainful threats.
Through
that death, life becomes a new invigorated spiritual force, as the
embodiment of an ideal for others to guide, as long as the goal
is not reached. This disembodied reincarnated soul lives in
thousands of others and inspires with the ideal, and death loses
its terror—the tyrant loses his power.
T h a t is what has been happening in India to-day. Death
has entirely lost its terror for hundreds of thousands; it has become rather an object of emulation and family pride, and prison
for political offence a card of social esteem and recognition. And
the British power is crumbling in its blood-soaked grave.
In the last decade of the nineteenth century, the English
statesmen cleverly used to keep before the Indian people that
if there were any revolution in India and the English power
withdrawn, the people would be trampled under the Russian
heel; and the Indian people, though they had never any love or
loyalty for the English, chose the lesser evil.
But this time India is disenchanted. The bogy of German
invasion and oppression has had quite a different effect. The
people took it at its worth. Those who were not convinced
before, became finally convinced—what hypocrites the English
could be. An honest enemy is more preferable than a seeming
6

friend, with the hidden dagger of a cut-throat, a serpent hidden
in a flower.
England plunges into this world-war to defend the liberty
of Belgium; her heart bleeds for the sufferings of its people—
for its outraged women and oppressed children. India, the land
of romance and chivalry, should help England with men and
money, in her splendid mission to restore liberty in Europe and
erect high again the temples of gods, sacrileged by the German
Barbarians. This appeal to these heathens for the defence of
the Christian temples first thrilled the imagination of many, and
many a heroic son responded to its martial calls, believing England might have seen her own mistakes and changed her policy
and would willingly give to India her rightful dignified place in
the Councils of Nations, as she has been promising for half a
century. But soon they found out, it was another dirty but old
and clever game of England. India has been fooled again, but
England has lost for ever her magic spell over India.
Many went to fight England's battles in Europe. Very few
returned; but those who returned told quite a different story.
The soldiers of the past generation have been brought up with
the conviction, from the memory of the first revolution of 1857,
that the English are invincible as long as they hold the mastery
of the sea, and better trained in science and organization than
any other people. But their personal experience and observation
shattered their old belief. They found the Germans were superior
to the English in everything—in trained knowledge and efficient organization—both on land and sea. T h e exploits of the
"Emden" and the submarines, and the retreats on the Gallipoli,
corroborated their conviction, and whatever doubt was left was
removed. W h e n the physical fear which kept them awed, was no
more of pressing concern to them, as to the moral hesitation,
there was none. The stories widely circulated in India, as to
the spoliations of the temples and the outrages on Belgian women
and children by the German H u n s and that they would do
just the same, in India—if they are not bitten, only provoked the
mirth of the populace and England enmeshed herself in her own
net.
W h o could surpass England in her Satanic Majesty? Nobody could devise more clever and systematic economic robbery
and drainage and ruthless persecutions of the Nationalists.
And India could not be worse off under any other administra7

tion. Of course India wants to be free from any foreign control,
and she needs only a breathing space of time to recuperate her
energy and the secret strength that will be necessary to drive
out the English, would be sufficient to maintain the internal
peace and defend the country against any foreign aggression.
That will open equally all the markets of the Orient, thereby
benefitting all the nations. And farsighted Germany would
not be shortsighted to imitate the English, while she would enjoy
better economic results through her more efficient commercial
organizations.
Of course India would fight against any interference with
•her sovereignty, as against the English, if not more valiantly,
with stronger determination and better effectiveness, with the
growing consciousness of her nationality.
England has been telling India that if German militarism
is not crushed, Germans would never rest content unless they
take India.
No wonder the English are regarded as the white devils
all over Asia, and have raised prejudice against all Europeans.
Even the missionaries are suspected. Divide and rule is her
nefarious policy. Intrigue and treachery are her formidable
weapons.
No—India does not tremble at the imaginary fear of German
invasion. That is not our immediate concern, but only a metaphysical problem. What we are suffering from is British oppression and we need to get rid of it. Whoever hurts England
and weakens her, adds to our strength and is our friend. So
India rejoices at Germany's success and every shot of her victorious guns sends a joyous thrill all over Asia. They sympathize with France—France of social revolution and of a thousand
intimate memories of human progress; they feel for Belgium,
an industrious and thrifty democracy. But they are in the wrong
camp and they must pay the price for the wicked company they
keep. And who can say it is not the retribution of their Karma—
the wrongs of France in Cambodia and Algeria and her unholy
alliance with Russia and England, and surrendering even her
political principles for the memory of which she is loved everywhere, even going so far as to refuse the political asylum to
out patriot martyr, Swarkar, at the request of England—and
Belgium of Kongo fame.
8
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And as to England, not only in a revengeful spirit, but as a
policy of self-interest, all the Asiatic Nationalities are convinced
that defeat of England and victory of Germany would not only
check England's further aggressions in the East, but help in
reasserting their independence and sovereign dignity; and the
disintegration of the vampire British Empire would liberate
humanity from the iron shackles of her navalism and the consequent economic slavery with which she is grinding them.
As to England's assertion that if Germany comes out victorious with such a prestige and military record, no nation would
be safe and immune against her aggression, as who afterwards*
would dare to challenge her. No one nation should be left too
powerful in international politics, and without taking into consideration the merits and the demerits of the war, it is in the best
interests of humanity that German militarism is crushed once
for all; and if not, at least the European war is brought to a draw,
so that the balance of power is preserved. England by this
betrays and forgets her own history. What of her boasted
empire, in which the sun never sets? When has England been
so saintly and pious? Has she acquired her empire and is it
being retained as a trust by the grace of God for the good of the
people and with their consent? If German militarism is not safe
for the world, how could the British navalism be? And is it not
a greater menace to humanity and has it not proved so? Military force by the very nature of its constitution and circumstances
is limited in its operation and movement, while the mistress of
the sea should be allowed by the grace of God to roam everywhere and practise its time-honored piracy, sanctified by the
name of imperialism.
What hypocrisy! England should be the only one to enjoy unmolested the spoils of her robbery, and any rival must be
blackmailed. The veil is too thin even for the unsophisticated,
and whom does England expect to fool except those who are in
the same boat with her?
Germany does not need our defence. Her arms, success and
her accomplishment in every branch of human activity are
silently, but more eloquently, answering for themselves. The
world is filled with admiration at her marvelous success. Soon
the lies will be forgotten and her civil and municipal administration will be regarded as the model for the whole world to imitate.
9
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And if the English are so desirous of serving humanity they
should be the last to condemn the school of Bernhardi. Bernhardi
after all has followed the footsteps of Darwin and Spencer as an
honest man, to its logical conclusion. The survival of the fittest
is the English philosophy. It is the only argument with which
they have been imposing in India, China, Egypt and everywhere.
It has been their cardinal political axiom that expansion is
a biotic law of growth. It is the only philosophy they have
known, preached and practised. Bernhardi, therefore, should be
their new prophet of Efficiency and Superman.
W h y then condemn? Modern fighting is no longer brute
force. It is the coordination of scientific knowledge, technical
efficiency and organized national cooperation and sympathy. The
fate of nations is decided today in the seclusion of their chemical
laboratories and work-shops rather than on the battlefields.
And Germany has contributed more to human knowledge
than any other nation, and it will be no exaggeration to say that
if all the written records of past achievements are simultaneously
obliterated all over the world as if by a catastrophe and the
human race has to begin new its intellectual life, there would be
left more accumulated knowledge in living memories in Germany
than in the rest of the world combined. W h y should not such a
nation have a freer hand than England? W h y are all obstacles
put in her path of progress and expansion? Is it because it
threatens the British interest?
W e do not agree with this school of Imperialism. W e believe Germany has a better destiny. She can gain much more
by being the accepted leader of world's progress, in science, art
and industry. Even in material wealth she can get much more
by winning the good will and esteem of nations, liberating humanity from the British navalism and tyranny than by political
sovereignty over alien peoples, which inevitably lead to grave
dangers and complications. The gate of the Oriental trade would
be widely flung to her. More than half of humanity would
acclaim her as their liberator—the people of India, China, Egypt,
Persia and Turkey would gratefully acknowledge her leadership.
W h a t better destiny could await a nation? The world
is still in the crucible of strong nationalism. Humanity as a
concrete unit is yet in its embrionic process of development. Internationalism, anything but a gigantic monied trust, is a thin,
shadowy film. The present war has attested enough to its conJO
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stitutional vitality. Every nation, how small, insignificant and
undeveloped, has some function to serve in the human economy.
It cannot be violently shaken by the rude process of war. Paradoxical, though it might appear, history gives ample evidence
that this rejuvenates it. If it is unatfaptive, time and nature would
slowly eliminate it painlessly. W a r or political subjugation could
hardly accomplish this object. In the conflict of ideals, the clash
of arms and in the rivalry of nations' economic and industrial expansion, step by step, humanity would be lifting to a higher standard and ideal. W h e n thus the world is federated into free states
and each individual and social corporated body could do whatever it desired, in harmony with the ideal and without interfering
with the same liberty of others, then not only the earth would be
a happier abode to live in than the imaginary heaven of the
prophets, the progress would not only be quicker by better exchange of thoughts and commodities, but a highly organized
State like Germany with systematized industrial efficiency would
be the greatest beneficiary. The earth is big enough, vast enough
to feed and maintain all the growing human population for at
least the next thousand years, and in the meantime the unfit
would die out by process of natural selection. And Nature's
cure, though slow, is the surest cure.
So German victory stands for world-progress and a new
epoch of world civilization. England is the worst violator and
culprit of the rights of men. Her records are the blackest and
cruelest; moreover, she has not the saving virtue of honesty.
She is the most shameless hypocrite history has ever recorded.
No wonder India is in a state of guerilla warfare and the
whole Peninsula, from the Himalayas to Cape Comoron, is in
seething discontent, and any moment the British power may be
shattered into pieces and India be lost, as Lord Curzon, one of
their craftiest viceroys, predicted, "The loss of India would be
the setting sun of the British glory."
Yet how England has treated India, and not only that, has
misrepresented her to the whole world! She has ruined the
arts and industries of India by prohibitive taxation, legislation
and many other unwritten discriminations by her inspired magistrates, and then she tells the world that the Indians are impractical and mystic. Instead of protecting the infantile industries
as all nations do, she taxes the home industries exorbitantly, so
that Manchester traders can easily beat down the prices and
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ruin the industries of India. She does not spend even a penny
per head of the population for the education of India, and there
is not more than a primary school in eighteen villages, and she
tells the world that the Indians do not care for education and
are half-civilized and need the British guidance for their own
good, while the private schools are not allowed without Governmental permission and inspection, and many schools are
closed and suppressed on political suspicion, and its teachers and
organizers are persecuted and jailed on any pretext. There is
hardly any technical school in India, and no student is allowed
to leave without the permission of the authorities and the authorities do not like the students to go anywhere else for education except to England.
England is telling the world that India has been losing her
habit of temperance, while she has been exerting her governmental influences to % introduce opium and alcohol for the sake
or revenue. This is what the American Cyclopedia on Temperance says:
*

Previously to the era of British dominion, the inhabitants of India were
among the most abstemious of peoples. . . . The British government in India
inaugurated its Excise policy in 1790, but for thirty or forty years comparatively little liquor was sold. Until 1878 all the distilleries were owned and
operated by the government, under what was known as the Sudder (or District) system. The sole object was to produce revenues, and it was thought
the distilling business would be most profitable if operated by government
itself. Under this system the revenue finally reached considerable proportions in excess of $10,000,000 annually; but the authorities were not satisfied,
and a new scheme was devised. In 1878 the new measure or Abkari act, was
published by the government of Bombay. . . . It is now in force all over
India excepting a few small districts under native rule. . . . The right to
operate distilleries in competition with the government is sold at public auctions to the highest bidders. The successful bidder in each locality may
distil as much liquor as he choses, and of any kind, free from government
supervision. But the revenue from private distillers is only one element.
All the sap-bearing palm-trees, yielding juice from which fermented liquor
is made, are taxed by the government; the right to sap is farmed out to the
highest bidder, and nobody—not even the owner of the trees—can extract
sap without government license. Thus the excise policy of India is based on
the High License principle exclusively . . . and it is an active success as a
revenue measure.
Statistics given by W. S. Caine in the "House of Commons" (1888) show
that in eight years (after the Abkari act) the increase was 135 per cent, in
Bengal; in the Central Province it was 100 per cent, in ten years, etc. In
Ceylon the revenue from drink is almost 14 per cent, of the total revenue.
"The government is driving this liquor trade as hard as it can," said
Mr. Caine. "Collectors find it the easiest way to increase their consumption
of liquor to the utmost. If the government continues its present policy of
doubling its revenue every ten years, in thirty years India will be one of the
most drunken and degraded countries on the face of the earth.
*
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"The government of India merits commendation for none of the virtuous
pretentions. . . . The officials frankly declare that they are interested in the
revenue only solely, and not in the promotion of temperance. In 1888 the
Finance Minister for India used the following language in the legislative
council: T look hopefully to a considerable increase in the excise revenues,
and believe that a great deal might be done in Northern India by the introduction of the methods which in Bombay and Madras have so powerfully
contributed to the increase of revenue under this head.'
"In the vicinity of Bombay, a movement was started among the country
people against the use and sale of liquor, whereup the magistrate had eight
of the leaders imprisoned. In reporting this tyrannical act of the Secretary
of State in London the government of Bombay said:
"The question for decision is, shall we sit quiet and allow the temperance movement in the Colaba District to continue and to spread, and
thereby forfeit a large amount of revenue, or are measures to be adopted
which will bring the people to their senses?"
It seems the English House of Commons has its seasons of repentance,
for it framed, after much opposition, the following resolution (1889):
"That in the opinion of this House, the fiscal system of the Government
of India leads to the establishment of spirit distilleries, liquor and opium
shops in large numbers of places, where, till recently, they never existed, in
defiance of native opinion and the protests of the inhabitants, and that
such incrased facilities for drinking produce steadily increasing consumption,
and spread misery and ruin among the industrial classes of India."
The missionaries freely make such statements as the following:
Archbishop Jeffries (31 years in India): "For one converted Christian,
as the proof of missionary labor, the drinking practices of England have
made a thousand drunkards."
The methods now undertaken to increase the Opium trade in India are
most atrocious. The government controls the crop. The opium is sent from
government factories to "Collectors" of the various districts who are also
magistrates. These collectors are the wholesale dealers of the drug, and
they sell to contractors who are forced under heavy fine to sell a certain
quantity in their district. If they can not sell as much as they promised
they pay a forfeit and the contract is given to others.
,,
"Thus the trade is pushed by the government, says a writer in the Banner
of Asia (September, 1889), "and the damnation of the people speeds apace."
In licensing ganja, bhang, charas, and majum, the four noxious preparations of Indian hemp, the Christian government of India places itself on a
much lower moral plane than the Mohammedan, Turkish and Egyptian governments, which most stringently prohibit them.
"The whole atmosphere of India," said the Hindoo reformer, Keshab
Chandra Sen (1870) in a speech at St. James Hall, "seems to abound with
cries of thousands of poor helpless widows, who curse the British government for having introduced that thing."

Another accusation—though it does not befit the English
people to make it—is that India does not give her women freedom. Why, in ancient times Indian women used to enjoy more
freedom than the modern feminists would desire. But she was
compelled to restrict it to guard the social integration and race
purity against the Mohammedan licentiousness during the
Moghul rule, and strange though it may sound, the truth which
13
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is often more startling than fiction is that under British rule
the policy of restraint has been found desirable, even by those
who believe in the entire freedom of women, on account of
Tommy Atkins. In railroad carriages and near the cantonment
stations, the outrages are so common that decent women often
do not like to travel alone, in fear of molestation even from the
railroad guards of the anglical puritan descent, and many will
rather kill themselves than bring shame upon their families by
the publicity of a law-suit. Yet when suit is brought not unfrequently the offender goes unpunished or is so slightly punished
that it is no deterrent to the committal of the crime.
The following cases may be cited: On December 7th, the assistant
station master of Rawalpindi outraged the modesty of a girl in the waitingroom and thereupon the wronged woman named Viranwate committed
suicide. Mr. Moore was simply dismissed from the service. On February
17th, at Barrackpur Cantonment Station a girl of 18, named Kamala, was
waylaid by William James Walker of the Reliance Jute Mill and assaulted.
He was fined 200 Rupees. On March 28th, a girl of 20 named Giribala, was
outraged by six soldiers at Jhalkati and all of them went scot free with
loss of rank only.

This is the justice the English boast of and frequently excuse it by the plea that prestige must be upheld or that the climate is responsible. Not only this, the British regiments wherever they are stationed, exact from the local magistrate a number
of women victims—thus spreading the Englishman's civilization
in the shape of alcohol and syphilis wherever they go.
Another pet argument in favor of British rule is that the
Hindus and Mohammedans hate each other, and if the British
power is withdrawn, they will cut each other's throats, and it is
therefore for their own good that England sends so many of her
best youths to suffer the discomforts of a tropical climate. How
unselfish! W h a t a martyrdom for humanity! The whole truth
is that it is one of their favorite policies to incite the one against
the other. They even use the worst class of criminals for their
purposes, and in the Jamalpur case these were engaged by the
Government to attack Hindu women, to show how helpless they
were without British help. Of course, the whole country is disarmed and as not even a heavy stick is permitted, how can they
defend themselves against the ruffians, inspired by the Government officials. They can not even help themselves against the
wild animals, and the annual loss of property from their ravages
is quite formidable. Moreover, when they defend their homes
and the family honor, the Government easily picks out the lead14
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ers, and u n d e r t h e pretense of a riot p u t s t h e m into prison, and
in this w a y can also easily t a k e hold of t h e more spirited m e m bers of a c o m m u n i t y and select t h e m for further persecutions.
C o m m e n t i n g on this policy of t h e Government, t h e conservative
paper The Tribune, of Lahore, said on M a y 3 d :
"The situation in East Bengal is alarming in all conscience. The baneful
policy of divide et impera, of which the ex-Lieutenant-Governor Sir Bamflyde
Fuller was the high priest, which still rules the mind of many officials—there
is now seen its bitter fruit, and for once it seems as if the reign of order
and law is just at an end, at least at Jamalpur."
In one case, in March, 1907, when the people defended the homes and
honor of their women, the government, instead of punishing the rowdies,
arrested the leaders: Niberan Chandra Roy, inspector, sentenced to death;
Mongal Sing, constable, transportation for life; Dwarika Nath Dey, lawyer,
transportation for life; Upendra Chandra Chakraberty, lawyer; with 30
others: Bhagaban Chakraberty, landholder; Surendra Guha, Shatish Chodhery, Bejoy Gupta, Basanta sen, Upendra Dey, Basanta Choudhery, students;
Paresh sen, Satish Bannerjee, Superintendent of States; ^ Biseswar Roy,
Mahin Ghose, Dwarika sen, Mohin Dey, Jogesh Dutt, Nishi Mukherjee,
lawyers; Dr. Prakash Dutt, Nogendra Dey, Sishir Ghose, Indra Nandi, Bepin
Ganguli, Narendra Bose, Prakash Dutta, and Grindra sen.
T h u s it is evident t h a t t h e Government incites one religion
against t h e other w h e n e v e r it serves its political purposes and
even tries to divide the country by creating an artificial barrier
by introducing provincial dialects in t h e schools, t h u s b e s t o w i n g
favor upon one to the disadvantage of the other. E v e n the E n g lishman protests against such a policy, and in its issue of J u l y 14,
1906, s a y s :
"Loyalty, patriotism, race feeling and kindred qualities may be philosophically described as aspects of sentiment, but even the most practical people
hesitate before they trample all sentiment underfoot. Probably there is no
nation, the characteristics of which have excited so much division of opinion,
as the Bengal. Friends and foes, however, are inclined to credit them with
possessing a great deal of sentiment. When, therefore, a proposal is made
which would amongst any races excite sentimental opposition^ why should
the government go out of its way to assert that Bengali opposition must be
artificial? Lord Curzon and the Secretary of State may have found, however, a number of grave reasons why Eastern Bengal
should
be
cut
off
from
9
the rest of the province and added into Assam. '

I n every progressive movement in any country it is a few
strong thinking individuals w h o blaze out the trail—paving the
path with their blood and ideals—while the majority remains
sympathetic but passive, and a few betray the cause and the
country for money or lust of power. T h e British authorities
always appeal to that class of people, and in order to make their
utterances serve the object, give them titles and make them self15

styled leaders and circulate their stories of treachery as proofs of
India's loyalty. W h a t an audacity on the part of the British to
expect India to be loyal to her—and what for? For ruining the
country in every way? It is the boast of Britain that England
has brought peace to India. Yes, if it be peace, it is the peace
of the grave, where millions of souls are crying out for revenge.
If they had the choice, they would rather prefer the living unrest
on this earth than the peace in the tomb of eternity. Of course,
if it is due to famine, what can England do? The only thing she
can do is to pack herself out of the country if she believes in
humanity, as she pretends, and India would be one of the richest
countries in a few years. Famine and pestilence are due to her
wicked administration. India exports even in her worst years
more grain than Canada and Argentine produce from their virgin
soil in their fat years. And the productivity can be raised tenfold by a better system of irrigation and drainage. Every year
in the rainy season—there are floods filling the soil with silt and
the land with malaria, while in the summer millions go thirsty
for want of a drop of water. Yet millions are spent every year for
military expenses, and more millions to feed the easy-chair politicians at home and the cupidity of their wire-pullers—Beer-Barons
and Merchant-Pirates—and there is hardly anything left for the
improvement and sanitation of the country. England wants all the
money she can get: what does she care what happens to India
as long as it fills her pocket? Rather she prefers that India should
be in an acute state of malnutrition, so that she does not have
vitality enough to revolt, and as for education she has had already enough for safe administration. It may be said that it is
not the fault of England, but rather of India herself, who is so
weak as to tolerate her and that weakness is a crime in modern
age. W h y do 315 millions of people allow a couple of hundred
thousand soldiers to rule them? Humanity is guided by selfinterest and not by idealistic phraseology. It is the diplomatic
wisdom of England to say to the world that she is in India for
the sake of good administration, but is there any thinking being
who does not understand that India is her milk-cow which she
will keep as long as she can? This is a political and economic
truism. India knows it and understands it. And she hates the
British hypocrisy and mean misrepresentations more than her
tyrannical abuse of power. If she had an honest enemy, it might
save much of the bloodshed. India knows she has to gather
16

strength secretly before she can strike the blow. It is known
that failure on either side would not be tempered with toleration and sympathetic justice and no quarter would be either
asked by nor given to the vanquished.
England often makes the assertion that India's population
has been increasing at such an enormous rate, under the peace
and protection of the British rule, that famine is the consequence
and nature's only check, while the truth is quite different. Almost all nations have doubled their population during the last
30 years, while in India, to quote Patrika of Dec. 24, 1906:
"There are leaders who think that we are rather impatient, that we
must wait for a reasonable time to secure substantial self-government from
the rulers. The mischief, however, is that the nation can not even wait ten
years. They would have gladly waited fifty years more—but where would
the higher classes be by that time? During the last fifty years, more than
half of our big and respectable families have gone. With the next few
decades the remaining half will vanish."

And this is no exaggeration or fancy.
convincing:

Statistics are i*ore
Average increase of population per year, per
million.

Germany, 1837
31,589,547
Belgium, 1866
4,827,833
England, 1871
21,495,131
Japan, 1908
49,588,804
Hungary, 1880
15,737,259
India, 1861
215,798,302
British India, 1901
231.61 millions
Native States, 1901
62,755,116

Germany, 1911
64,925,993
Belgium, 1912
7,571,387
England, 1911
31,045,270
Japan, 1914
53,696,888
Hungary, 1910
20,886,487
India, 1911
302,494,794
British India, 1911
244.27 millions
Native States, 1911
70,888,854

14,528
11,919
11,726
10,270
11,443
8,636
5,623

1

13,085

The conclusion is too obvious that under British rule the
average increase of the population (British India is the smallest
of any country), while in Native States it is only second to
Germany.
Tt is the hoast of England that her courts are iust and im~
*
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partial. It must be admitted that they are often very fair, when
both parties are from among the people themselves, although
there is a great deal of police corruption. But when the case lies
between an Englishman and an Indian, there is only a mockery
of justice, and as for political cases one recent example may be
cited as a good criterion of the British sense of justice.
Lahore sedition case: 102 arrests, 6 sentenced to death, 45
lm

mprisonment from
Justice
boys are whipped into unconsciousness. Even the Morning
Leader protests against such brutality and in its issue of Dec.
12, 1907, London, it says:
"Many who are by no means enthusiastic opponents of corporal punishment, would be startled at the latest example of
judicial flogging in Bengal. The case is reported in length in
India. A boy of 7 was accused by a constable of hitting him
with a stone, while he was on Latral duty at Mymensingh. There
is grave doubt about the truth of the charge in the first place.
The constable said he saw the lad throwing the stone at him.
Yet one of the witnesses of the prosecution deposed that
he himself had been first seized by the constable and charged
with throwing it. In spite of this, the Magistrate, Mr.
Garlick, refused to grant the defence an adjournment for
the purpose of summoning absent witnesses and passed sentence
of 30 stripes on the boy prisoner. Perhaps the best commentary
on this outrageous judgment is that the civil surgeon declared
that the child could not stand it, and so the number was reduced
to 6. W e can only hope that Mr. Morley will lose no time in
peremptorily putting down a system under which ignorance and
brutality can thus degrade the administration of law and our
national reputation."
But the English sense of justice can be still more clearly
comprehended by reading the following item of news which
appeared in the "Englishman" of May 17, 1906:
a
The district magistrate of Mymensingh wrote to the subdivisional officer of Tangail the following letter: 'In the case
under Sec. 147 of the penal code against Rajendra Shaha and
Purna Saha, please take care that the case is disposed of promptly
and the prosecution witnesses are not unnecessarily troubled.
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Let me have a copy of the orders you pass on the order-sheet
each day the cases come up for trial/ "
Any comment on this is superfluous; yet the English are not
ashamed to accuse the Germans of cruelty or injustice.
As for the freedom of the press and the loyalty of the country, in the first ten months of the war more than 200 newspapers
have been suppressed and the money deposits of 625 and 378
printing houses have been confiscated. Lala Rajpat Roy, a
social reformer and leader of the Arya-Samaj and a victim of
the British persecution—now an exile in U. S. A.—calculates
through meager press reports that at the lowest estimate there
have been more than 3,000 arrests since the beginning of the war.
That is the loyalty of which England was boasting all over the
world. Of course the British tyranny is not a new thing. It is
not all due to the excitement and nervousness of the war. It is
concomitant with the British administration. Take for an
example a quiet year, 1907-1908, and it will be evident that the
hands of British are never free from blood and tyranny.
July S—Bhupendra Nath Dutta, editor, Jugantar, Calcutta, sentenced
by Kinsford to one year's rigorous imprisonment, under Section 124A.
April 17—Chagan Lai Lalu Bhai Thanawala, editor, Hind Sharaja, 2
years on 124A, by Aston.
April 11—Shatish Chandra Mukerjee, of Anushilan, Calcutta, 18 months
and 500 Rs., by Kinsford.
June 3—Shivaram, Mahadev Paranjape, editor, Kalpoona, 9 months on
124A. Shattni Narain, editor, Sharaj, 3 years and Rs. 1,000. Pandit Panchanana Tarkaratna, Dr. Braja Roy Ghose, Ram Gopal Bhattacharjee, Kali
Das Bhattacrjee, Ram Ranjan Bhattachjee, and Hari Das Bhattacharjee of
Bhatpara, arrested on bomb charge of Kakinara.
July 10—Hati Lai Varma, 7 years transportation; Ram Sarup, Superintendent, Vedic Ashrama, 3 years by F. G. Terry, Aligarah; Etraj Surendra
Nath Iyer, lecturer, Madras, 5 years transportation.
August 19—Naraingung, Trailaksa Nath Chakraberty, Jadu Nath Das
and Benode Behari Chakraberty, arrested.
August 20—Poona, Kelker, editor, Marathi, 14 days and Rs. 1,000.
July 20—Bombay, Dhondu Kashi Nath Phadke, editor, Arunadaya, 14
months.
June 25—Poona, Bhal Gangadhar Tilak, 6 years.
, June 27—Monoranjan Guha, editor, Nabasakti and Raja Rai Charan
Dhobal, arrested at Gridhi, and sentenced 6 months and Rs. 1,000.
July 12—Bhasude Bhattacharye, editor, Sonar Bhangla, Calcutta, arrested.
July 13—Lahore Ram Singh, Upadehak Ghasit Ram, Sowaran Singh,
Gobordhan Das, Karbar Singh of Bharat Mata, arrested. Lala Joswant Rai,
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proprietor, The Punjabee, Lahore, 2 years and Rs. 1,000; Athvale, Editor,
The Punjabee, 6 months and Rs. 200.
September n—Bhrama Bhandav Upadhay, editor, Sanda (died in the confinement) ; Sarada Charan Sen, manager; Hari Charan Sen, printer.
m September 13—Dacca, Promotha and Khagendra, arrested in Janmastami
riot; Mahendra Nath Chattergee, publisher of Sandhya; Baikanta Chandra
Acharya, publisher of Jugantar, 2 years and Rs. 1,000; Muzzaferpur, Jugal
Kishore Singh, 6 to 9 months and Rs. 200 each; Ishar Das, Amba Prasad.
July 10—Aligarah, Fuzulhasain, editor, Urdu Imananilla, arrested.
July 16—Dacca, Makhan Lai sen, head master, Sonarangh National
School.
July 20—Ghoramara, Pandit Givinda; Poona, P. M. Bapat, 7 years and
Rs. 1,000; Kolahpur, Gokhale, 2 years; Dhandu Kashi Nath Phadke, editor,
Arunodaya, 14 months.
April 6—Tinnevelly, Locknath Iyer, teacher, Hindu College, suspended;
Vithal Row, of medical service, suspended; Balkrishna Narain Patak, editor,
Behari, Bombay, 6 months.
November 11—Manickgunj, Gnan Sankar Roy, Niberan Chandra Das,
Romesh Chanra Sarkar, Prem Nath Gope and Prabath Shankar Roy, 6
months each.
August 26—Cocanada, Narsing Row, 2 years, and seven others 10
months each;
June 20—The printing materials of Jugantar, Sonar Nagla, Sandhya and
Bande Mataram, seized and confiscated; Commilla, Shatish Chandra Roy,
arrested.
August 7—Basanta Kumar Bhattachaya, printer, 2 years; Abinash Bhattacharya, manager; Sailendra Nath Bose, assistant manager, and Joytish
Chandra Roy, arrested.
October 24—Sarada Charan Sen, manager, and Hari Caharan Das,
printer of Sandya, arrested.
October 12—Bhaskar Bisnu Phadke, editor of Behari, Bombay, 2 years
»

and Rs. 200.

October 24—Basanta Kumar Mozumadar, Rungpoor.
October 8—The editor of Bharata Bhaha and eight others.
September 24—A. C. Bonnerjee, Bat-at-Law.
September 18—Barrisal, Durga Mohon Sen, editor of Barisal Hitaisi;
Shandpur, Surendra Nath, Dinajpur.
September 24—Durga Chandra Sanyal, lawyer, transportation for life.
December 22—Nagpur, Hari Kishore, lecturer.
December 23—Bombay, Bhaskar Balwant Bhapatkar, editor of Bhala.
March 2—Tuticorin, Chidamberam Pillai, director, Shadeshi Steam Navigation Co., transportation for life; Subramanya Siva, 10 years; Shola, Poona
Limaje, editor, Hind Sharaj, 3 years; Birendra Nath Bannerjee of Jugandar,
3 years; Phanindra Nath Mitra of Jugantar, arrested.
April 27—Tinnevelly, Gurunath Iyer, station officer, 7 years transportation; Lokhanath Iyer, teacher, 5 years and Rs. 2,000; Shankar Narain Pillai,
merchant, 5 years and Rs. 500; Ram Langan Pillai, 5 years and Rs. 500;
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Sankar Narain Iyer, 5 years; Kangatha Nath Pillai, 5 years, and 61 others
accused and the punishment varying from 6 months to 3 years; Tuticorin,
Padmanava Iyenger, Shiva Gurunath Pillay, Niberan Chandra Pal, editor,
Matri Puja, Rs. 200; Kolatkar, editor; Desha Shevak, Nagpur.
March 24—Delhi, Syed Haider Reza, editor.
March 25—Aftab, Gonesh Chandra Das.
April 11—Girendra Nath Sen, one month; Shonar Bangla, Keshav
printing works seized.
April 24—Barrisal, Dr. Abdul Gaffoor, 18 months; Moulavi Leakayet
Hossain, years and 6 months; Muzzaferpur, Proffulla Chandra Chaki, shot;
Khudiram Bose, sentenced to death. Alipur, Calcutta; Barindra Kumar Ghose
and Ullaskar Dutta, first sentenced to death, latter, transportation for life;
Upendra Nath Bonnerjee, Bibhuti Bhusan Sarkar Roy, Birendra Chandra
Sen, Sudhir Kumar Sarkar, Indra Nath Nandi, Abinash Chandra Bhattacharja, Sailendra Nath Bose, Hem Chandra Das, Rishi Kesh Kanjilal and
Indu Bhusan Roy, all sentenced to transportation for life; Paresh Chandra
Mullick, Shishir Kumar Ghose, Nirapado Roy, 10 years each; Asoke Chandra
Nandi, Balkrishna Harikane and Shishir Kumar Sen, 7 years each; Krishna
Jiban Sanyal, 1 year. After one year's confinement the following were acquitted: Aravina Ghose, Naliny Kanta Sarkar, Kanji Lai Shaha, Bejoy Kumar Nag, Narendra Nath Bagchi, Purna Chandra Sen, Hemendra Nath
Ghose, Din Dayal Bose, Birendra Nath Ghose, Dharani Nath Sen Gupta,
Nagendra Nath Sen Gupta, Hem Chandra Sen, Birendra Kumar Sen, Nikhileswar Roy Mullick, Bejoy Chandra Bhattacharya and Prakash Chandra
Dey. Narendra Nath paid the penalty of a traitor. Saytendra Nath Bose
and Kanai Lai Dutt were hanged. Charu Chandra Roy and Debi Brata
Bose released.
May 10—Lala Rajput Rai and A jit Singh deported.
May 18—Bombay, Chagan Lai Lalu Bhai Thanawala, editor of Hind
Sharaj, 4 years; Allahabad Ram Hari, editor of Sharaj, 7 years.
May 1—Rawalpindi, Gopichand, 7 years and Rs. 200; Kishan Singh and
Mongul Singh, 7 years each; Gashi Ram, 3 years; Nanda Lai, 6 months and
Rs. 200. And there war varying punishment for the rest of 87 accused, and
among whom the following were important members : Munsa Ram, Moti Ram,
Amrita Ram, Sira Nanda, Amir Chand, Dalut Ram, Shanker Das, Dina Nath,
Ghulam Mahamed, Thakur Das, Moti Lai, Chet Ram, Sunder Singh, Bhagat,
Latka Singh, Lala Hans Raj, Lala Amlokram, Lala Gurudas Ram, Roy Maya
Das, Sardar Khazan Singh, Lala Jhanki, Nath Kaul, M. Mausram, Mangal
Singh, Gopi Chand, Kishen Singh, Nanda Ram, Jagat Singh, Uttam Chand
Abbot, Bod Raj, Danlar Ram, Premsha, Hirananda, Haram Singh, Amir,
Chand, Fakir Singh, Hukum Chand, Gopal Das, Ammal Ram, Mathur Das
Dharn, Nanak Singh, Kripa Ram, Khazon Singh, Narsing Das, Fakira Singh,
Lala Govind Ram.
July 20—Poona, Abba Saheb Ram Chandra, director, Industrial School
of Art.
July 30—Lahore, Lai Chand, 9 months, Sivan Singh, Kartar Singh, Bhalia
Ram, Rusingh, Ghasit Ram and Ghoberdas Das, 18 months each; Gandersein,
15 months and 3 stripes; Ram Chand and Nanda Singh. Aswani Kumar
Dutta, Shatish Chandra Chatter jee, Monranjan Guha, Pulin Behari Das,
Bhupesh Chandra Nag, Subodh Chandra Mallick, Sachindra Prasad Bose,
Krisna Kumar Mitra and Syan Sunder Chakraberty, deported.
t
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March 17—Chandpur, Barada Kanta Roy, Umesh Chandra Sarkar and
Sashi Choudhery.
June 30—Agra, Pandit Bhoja Dutta, editor, Mussafir, 1 month.
July 1—Beni Bhusan Roy, lecturer of Khulna.
July 1—Commilla, Keshav Chandra Bannerjee and Shashi Bhattacharjee,
inspectors, suspended from the service for not giving evidence as desired
by the officiating magistrate.
May 12—Chandpur, Niberan Chandra Bagchi.
Sharaj; Mayvarem Mathura Das, lecturer, Bombay; Bashkar Balwant Bhopatkar, editor of Bhala; Midnapur, Dev Das Karan, Ganendra Nath Bose,
Rash Behari Bose, Upendra Nath Maiti, Abinash Ch. Mittra, Khagendra
Nath Banner jee, Jaminy Nath Mallick, Gopal Chandra Banner jee, Manmatha Nath Kar, Sontosh Chandra Bose, Raja Narenra Lai Khan Bhahadur,
Joga Jiban Bose, Santosh Das, 17 years transportation; Surendra Mukherjee,
7 years; Jog Jiban Ghose, 10 years; Prof. Bijapurkar and Joshi, editors,
Vishavarta, 2 years; Dina Nath, editor, Hindustan, 5 years; Pindi Das, editor,
India, 5 years; Hindustan Press confiscated.
May 23—Bombay, Ram Chandra Narayan Mandake, editor, Vihari; Tara
Nath Choudhery, Guna Nath Sarkar, Kartic Chandra Dutta, 6 years; Satish
Chandra Bagchi, Mukhada Charan Samadhaya, Panna Lai Chakraverty, 3
years and 6 months; Surech Chandra Mitra, 5 years; Birendra Kumar Mullick, Dhirendr Nath Ghose, Monmath Nath Roy, Suresh Chandra Mozumdar,
5 years; Khulna, Hira Lai Sen Gupta, 15 months.
June 19—Combatore, Krisna Swami Sarma, transportation for 5 years.
T h i s is E n g l a n d ' s record of good administration for twelve
m o n t h s , and it should have made any nation blush to accuse
others of t y r a n n y . Y e t E n g l a n d accuses G e r m a n Administration in Belgium. A s one of her greatest poets has said: Shame
is ashamed to sit on her brow.
T h u s England stands not only everywhere in the w a y of
India's progress, even in the direction of social reforms, but she
is the greatest reactionary force in the E a s t today. She seeks
to ally herself with the superstition and religious prejudices of
t h e Orient. T h o s e w h o are for social progress and for educational advance are often persecuted on t r u m p e d - u p sedition
charges. Arja Shamaj, a great social reform m o v e m e n t in India,
is u n d e r the ban of the British Government. Physical Culture
Societies like Annushilan, Mutual H e l p Societies like Brati,
Shadhana and Abhinab V h a r a t a have been suppressed by relentless persecution. E v e n those w h o favor the industrial development of the country incur the displeasure of the authorities.
T h e moneyed and rich classes are warned not to associate with
such movements, and active workers are sent to prison on the
slightest pretext. T h e officials of the districts use their influence and a u t h o r i t y to push the British goods in t h e market.
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Spies infest every place. Even the seclusion of the home, private correspondence and the sanctity of the temples are not
respected.
Balgangadhar spoke the truth when he said: "England's
policy was to ruin our trade and—war disguised as commerce
came. The government was always mixing politics with commerce/'
The Bengalee in its issue of June 27, 1905, says: "Mr.
Lyal, the District Magistrate of Bhagulpur, sent for Sir Mohan
Thakur and severely took him to task for accepting the chairmanship of a shadehi (industrial development of the country)
meeting. Babu Surja Prasad, who had accepted the honorary
secretaryship, was similarly subpoenaed and warned not to join
the shadeshi movement under any circumstances. Babu Giridhari Sahai, a honorary magistrate and merchant, was not only
rebuked and warned against the consequences, but the despotic
magistrate would not let him off until he had extracted from
Babu Giridhari a sort of pledge not to allow his son Basant Lai
to have anything with the shadeshi. Mr. Lyal, not content
with intimidating the leading Beharis with this or that or other
thing, has actually gone to the length of preaching against
shadehi in the course of his official tour.".
If this were all we would not have much reason to complain. But this is the least part of what the British authorities
are doing. They often make false charges against those who
will not handle British goods or try to foster the industry of the
country, and harrass them in every possible way. W h a t the
high governmental officials do not like to do themselves, for fear
of publicity, their police agents accomplish to their masters'
entire satisfaction. And nowhere else is the police system so
corrupt as in India. It is the very backbone of a bureaucracy.
The British people who profess to be free traders at home stop
merch
made
people—in India they carry on a constant commercial war for
the purpose of forcing the sale of their goods, almost at the point
of the bayonet. W h a t England lacks in modern methods of
efficient management, cheap production and good salesmanship,
she wants to make up with the help of tyranny and monopoly.
Let us take the vear 1906-07. far removed from the turmoil of

the
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point of view, and see how England helps India in her industrial growth.
April 26—Mohormulla of Rajbarighat, fined Rs. 50 for not selling Liverpool Salt by Subdivisional Magistrate Holmwood.
April 26—Silchar, 39 students of Silchar School have been suspended for
joining a shadeshi meeting, by the instruction of Mr. Risley, Director of
Public Instruction.
April 29—Sylhet, 24 merchants at Sunnangunj for interfering with
foreign (British) trade.
May 2—Madras, 20 students expelled from the University for joining a
shadeshi meeting; J. Ram Chandra and Hari Sarustham Ram discharged
from the educational service for their sympathy with the cause.
May 4—Bramanbaria Gopi Mohon Roy Choudhery, Jamindar (landholder) of Haripur, and Chandra Kumar Roy Choudhery, Jamindar of
Adir, sentenced to 14 days imprisonment and fined Rs. 15 each for soliciting
shadeshi.
May 7—Coomilla, Usha Ranjan Mozumder, hospital assistant, transferred
for his sympathy; Nanda Kumar Sarkar and Bharat Kobra for soliciting
shadeshi; Madaripur Mohedra Chandra Makhuti.
May 12—Coomilla, Abani Kumar Ganguli, 16 merchants at Sonamgung;
Calcutta, Rash Behari Das, Nilmani Chatterjee, Bepin Chandra Das, 2
months each; Devi Pande, Sita Ram, Sukanda Parsi, 1 month. each.
May 16—Manikgung, Rajani Mohon Basak, Gobinda Chandra Neogi,
Tejendra Baluri, Chandra Kishore Roy, Jogendra Nath Neogi, Ramesh
Chandra Sen, Sarat Chandra Neogi, Shasi Kumar Guha, Rajani Gosain,
Shudhir Kumar Guha, Nanda Mohon Chatterjee, Pulin Behari £>as, Shamananda, Kedar Nath Bhattacharya, Khetramohon Basuk, Abinash Chandra
Srarakar, Benode Behari Gangopadya.
April 25—Madras, Harisarothan Rio, dismissed from Art College and
200 students for joining a shadeshi meeting.
May 17—Amooa, Sarat Chandra Bose, Triguna Kanta Das, Upendra
Nath Dey, Rati Kanta Das, Basanta Kumar Nandi, Sona Nath Dey and
Lalit Mohon Das, 3 months each.
May 19—Madra, Bodhi Narain Row, 9 months; Harsar Nath Row, 6
months.
May 21—Coomilla, Dr. Mohin Chandra Bhandmuk and Bharat Chandra
ChakrabeMay 18—Mymensing, Shanknai Bhattachajee.
May 21—Bombay, Joshi Bhagochi and Gopal Hari Das, fined Rs. 300 each.
May 24—Serampur, Madhusudan Chakraberty, Gopal Chakraberty and
10 others.
May 25—Coomilla, Surendra Kumar Guha, Bhagavan Chakraberty, Shatish
Chandra Choudhery, Bejoh Kumar Gupta, Basanta Kumar Sen, Upendra
Chandra Dey.
June 2—Thakur Das and Moti Lai of Lahore.
June 3—Serampur, Modhusudan Chakraberty and Gopal Chandra Singha,
10 days and Rs. 30 each.
June 11—Kishergunj, Krisna Chandra Goswami and three others,
Rs. 5,000 securities each.
June 12—Silchar, Uli Mia, 9 months and 3 others 6 months each; Calcutta, Suruth Kumar Bose, Surendra Nath Sen and Subodh Chandra Gosh,
fined Rs. 100 each and securities of Rs. 200 each.
-
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July 8—Barrisal, Rajani Kanta Das, Pramatha Nath Mukerjee and
Debendra Nath Mukerjee.
July 28—Barrisal, Krisna Kumar Dutta, 2 months.
August 8—Madaripur, Ambika Chandra Mitra and Shashi Bhusan Guha.
August 10—Dhani Ram, President Arya Samaj, deported from Abbottabad.
August 11—Bagherhat, Mukunda Das, for singing national songs, 14 days.
August 12—Lahore, Lai Chand, poet, Bharatmata; Ram Singh, engineer,
and Nand Singh.
August 14—Layalpur, Guissewalla, for national song.
August 16—Serajgunj, Banwarilal School and Victoria Memorial School,
disaffiliated by Sir Bampfylde Fuller; Brajendra Lai Ganguli and Kedar
Nath Chakraberty, fined Rs. 30 each for shouting Bande-Mataram (Hail,
Motherland).
September 12—Calcutta, Sachindra Nath Mukerjee, Manik Lai Dey and
Pramotha Nath Chatterjee, Jatindra Nath Bannerjee and Suresh Chandra Roy.
September 7—Madaripur, Chandra Mohon Mozumdar and 5 others.
September 7—Dacca, Khagendra Chandra Gosh, Bepin Chandra Pal.
September 10—Dinajpur, Tara Das Ghattak.
September 10—Kishergunj, Peari Mohon Roy, Kumud Bandu Roy and
Ananda Kumar Patranavis, Calcutta; Jatindra Nath Bonnerjee, 15 days
and Rs. 50.
September 17—Sachindra Nath Mukerjee, Manik Lai Dey, Promotha
Nath Chatterjee and Provash Chandra Dey, 14 days and Rs. 50 each.
October 3—Barrisal, 13 boys, 2 months each.
October 5—Calcutta, Abani (15 years old), Souri Das (14 years old),
Upendra (15 years old), Battakrishna (15 years old), and Fanindra (13
years old).
October 24—Tarak Nath Shaha, Amulla Charan Roy and Rajani
Kanta Kar.
October 8—Barrabazar, Abani Mohon Sen, Suridas Munshi, Upendra
Nath Bannerjee, Battakrishna Battacharjee and Phanindra Nath Bhattachajee, Rs. 100 each and a security of Rs. 250.
October 8—Noakhali, a bay of 14 was flogged with 20 stripes by Mr.
Dunlop, the Magistrate, for shouting Bande-Mataram (Hail, Motherland).
October 31—Calcutta, Tarak Nath Shaha, Amulla Chandra Roy and
Rajani Kanta Kar, 3 months each; Hira Pada Dey (8 years old), Ashu (9
years old), Bonamali (15 years old), whipped 12 stripes each; Sarat and
Panchu, 1 month and Rs. 100; Devendra Nath Ghosh.
November 10—Kishergunj, Peary Mohon Basak, Kumund Bondu Roy
and Ananda Mohon Patranavis; Rangpur, Joy Chandra Sarkar.
November 12—Barrisal, Ganga Charan Dutt of Baluganj, 3 months and
Rs. 10; three others, 1 month each.
October 12—Calcutta, Jatindra Nath Singh, with 17 others; Bhuta Nath
Bhattachajee, 10 days for shouting Bande-Mataram.
November 30—Calcutta, Russik Chandra Das, Mohendra Nath Ghosh,
Ganesh Chandra Das, Hari Das Dut, Bankim Chandra Chatterjee, Nanda
Lai Mukerjee, Amalya Chander Chatterjee, Gangadhar Shaw, Hari Prasati
Sarkar, Woomesh Chandra Chatterjee, Juba Narain Bhattachajee, Kanji
Lai Chatterjee, Johor Lai Rana, Sarat Chandra Chatterjee, Narain Chandra
Mandak, Rs. 50 each.
-
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October 31—Raj Kumar Sanyal of Mymensingh, Jaminy Kanta Padder,
with 19 others, 6 months and Rs. 100 each.
December 7—Delhi, Mohan Das with 5 others,
December 13—Shantipur, Kartic Chandra Dutt and 3 others. 6 months
and Rs. 100 each, for releasing girl from the hands of Hewitt.
October 17—Pherojpur, Basanta Kumar Gupta and Basanta Seal for
Rakhi.
December 14—Barrisal, Bepin Guha and eight others; Mymensingh,
Hem Chandra Dey.
November 27—Madaripur, Rasik Chandra Bagchi, 3 months and Rs. 100;
Trailaksha, 2 months and Rs. 75; Suresh, 2 months and Rs. 5; Satish, 1
month and Rs. 50.
December 18—Behari Lai Roy, Head Master, Bagerhat H. E. School,
suspended for his sympathy with shadeshi.
January 14—Chandpur, Har Dayal Nag, Radha Madhab Singh, Dr. Mohendra Chandra Karmaker with 30 volunteers.
January 3—Govinda Chandra Shaha, Revoti Mohon Dey and Jaminy
Mohon Dey.
January 26—Brahmanbaria, Roy Gopi Mohon Choudhery.
December 7—Calcutta, Bunku Behari Chatterjee and Badre Das Khatre,
10 days for shouting Bande-Mataram.
October 25—Rangpur, Umesh Chandra Gupta, lawyer, made special
constable and put to indignities by D t Magistrate Emerson.
November 17—Barrisal, Priya Nath Guha, editor of Bikash, and Aswani
Kumar Dutta, lecturer, Braja Mohon College, made special constables and
put to indignities by the District Magistrate Jack.
January 8—Mymensingh, Hemendra Nath Bose, Kishori Mohon Neogi,
Niberan Chandra Gope, Srish Chandra Dey with 45 others for soliciting
shadeshi.
January 9—Dinajpur, Durga Charan Sanyal, 2 years.
January 24—Muzzaferpur, Jugal Narain and 6 others, 9 to 6 months
and Rs. 200 each.
January 25—Chingripota, Narendra Nath Bhattacharjee and Sailendra
Nath Bose.
January 26—Polong, Jadu Nath Pal, Kali Prassana Mozumder, Munshi
Muzzafferali, Jadu Nath Pal and Mohendra Nath Mukhuti, Madaripur;
Kailash Mozumder, Benode Chandra Mozumder, Upendra Nath Ganguli
with 2 others.
January 28—Coomilla, Aboni Mohan Ganguli, Lalit Chandra Das with
40 students of the Technical School.
January 28—Calcutta, Surath Kumar Bose, Surendra Nath Sen, Subodh
Chandra Ghosh, Rs. 100 each and security of Rs. 200; Surendra Nath Banner jee, editor the Bengalee and twice the president of the Indian National
Congress, fined Rs. 400 for leading a procession and shouting BandeMataram.
January 29—Barrisal, Bepin Behari Sen, Tashilder, dismissed for his
shadeshi sympathy.

But though India is poverty-stricken and hard-oppressed,
but very few betray the country for the sake of money, though
alluring temptations are put before them. Every now and then
the government offers big rewards to get the political suspects.
Yet they succeed very seldom. Just for an example, on one day
alone, March 17, 1916, the following rewards were offered:
Rash Behari Bose of Chand Nagar, Rs. 7,500; Gurudutta
Kumar, Rs. 2,000; G. D. Kumar Singh, Rs. 2,000; Jeward Singh
of Nangal Kelat, Rs. 2,000; Joswant Singh of Bulacher, Rs.
2,000; Ram Chandra of Hushiarpur, Rs. 2,000; Harman. Singh
of Kaita, Rs. 2,000; Arjun Singh of Rawalpindi, Rs. 2,000; Dr.
Muthra Singh of Chakwan, Rs. 2,000; Sardar Singh of Hushiarpur, Rs. 2,000; Sunder Singh of Jhellum, Rs. 2,000; Ram Rath of
Shava, Rs. 1,000; Gurudet Singh of Shivali, Rs. 1,000; Daljit
Singh of Muktasar, Rs. 500; Akur Sing of Sangour, Rs. 500;
Pur Sing of Jhelander, Rs. 500; Arjun Singh of Amritser, Rs.
500; Hardet Singh of Dhaewal, Rs. 200; Arjun Singh of Pahat
Bari, Rs. 200; Sher Singh of Neva State, Rs. 100; Kishen Singh
of Shawndal, Rs. 100; Kimel Singh of Akhern, Rs. 100; Sur Sing
of Fate Garh, Rs. 100.
w

And though the political prisoners are counted with the
criminals and treated worst, yet the criminal record is the lowest
in India.
Population
Criminals
Percen1911
convicted
tage
Country
1911
Austria
28,324,940
592,192
2.09
Belgium
7,423,784
46,625
.63
England and Wales
36,070,492
570,723
1.58
France
39,601,509
701,744
1.77
Germany
64,925,993 ('10) 546,418 ('10)
.84
Italy
35,238,997 ('13) 556,787 (13)
1.61
India (British)
244,267,542
391,238
.16
•

Dada Bhai Narruzi, formerly a member of the British Parliament, said in his presidential address of the Indian National
Congress, 1906:
,
"If good government could never be a substitute for self-government
by the people themselves, how much less was an economically evil government and a constitutionally unconstitutional government a substitute for
self-government? Are the descendants of the earliest civilizers to remain
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in the present time of spreading emancipation—under the barbarous system
of despotism—unworthy of British instincts, principles and civilization?"

Yet there are many who excuse the British government on
the ground that Britain is bearing the white man's burden in
the East. They admit the injustice and inhuman oppression of
the British authorities. They are frank enough to acknowledge
that on no principle, ethical, political, moral or international,
the British course of action can be defended or sanctioned. But
Britain is the guardian of the East and she should not be too
harshly criticised or the power, prestige, influence and commercial privileges of the white man would disappear like a doom
in the Orient. The Occident is overpopulated. Her industries
have surplus productions and must have markets. The Orient
has teeming millions and vast natural resources undeveloped.
She should be held in common as a monopoly for all the white
races. Of course England has gone there first and she must
have her lion's share and the rest we take as best we can. Thus
think many English, Russian, Dutch, French and Americans.
How deluded? Gita says: "When a man is near his destruction, he loses first his right-thinking powers." They forget the
lessons of history. Greece fell: her civilization was based on
slave labor, and she lacked the dignity of manual work. Fell
Carthage for her commercial greed. Rome fell, whose proud
legions knew no more worlds to conquer—fell when her hour
of trial came, as she had no men of her own, but hired mercenary
soldiers her battles to fight. The Empire of Napoleon disappeared in a night—as it came in a day for his vain desire to
dominate the whole of Europe, leaving nothing behind but
dreamful, vivid and inspiring recollections of history. And the
passing of the Anglo-Saxon is being written in the history of today, with blood and iron.
*

*

One half of humanity can not remain to be slaves and the
rest free. Slavery debases both. The master loses the dignity
of work, power of endurance and hardship and an ideal by dint
of which he secured his domination. Easy-earned money softens,
like a subtle poison, the manly and moral vigor and debauches
body and mind in luxury and corruption—in outward cristalized
conventionalities and bravadoes. The slave loses a good deal,
but not so much. As a means of self-preservation, he learns to
lie and to cheat to escape the wrath and tyranny of his master.
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But the master loses much more by losing the very qualities by
which he attained his mastery.
*

This is the very spectacle England is presenting before the
world today. She has light-heartedly entered into this worldwar to capture the German trade; Her great Statesman, Lord
Curzon, whose only qualification of being great that as Viceroy of India, he ruled the country with blood and sword, assured
England that it would be an easy job. Russia and France
would fight, and the only thing necessary would be to send a few
Gurkhas to dictate peace at Potsdam. Colonel Churchill told
them he would dig out the German Navy like rats and, who can
say, he may not be dug out himself some day out of a London
hole by German officers. Of course Kitchener would make a
spring-dive. His only qualification of a great soldier is that in
cold-blood he massacred seventeen thousand Soudanese Dervishes at Ondurman, who in good faith surrendered to him and
on his way to Lassa he killed many more innocent and harmless
unarmed Lamas, and for which he is known all over Asia as
Butcher-Kitchener. And this 18 months of war have proven
that Britainia is only a giantess with wooden legs. She has not
won a single battle either on land or one sea. On land she has
been disastrously beaten everywhere, and on sea Britannia no
longer rules the waves. Yet though England is passing through
her death-pangs of disintegration, her constant appeals for men
have been futile and unresponsive. W h y should the men go
and fight? They have nothing to gain, but everything to lose.
Tyrants are tyrants everywhere. They can not change their
former mode of habits. Their souls become calous and inconsiderate of other peoples' feelings and comforts. Kitchener who
killed in cold-blood Fellaheens of Egypt and Lamas of Tibet,
sent his own countrymen in thousands to their inevitable doom
without a thought. These men can not rouse national partiotism. Accustomed to enervating luxury of easy earned money,
i

their soul becomes degenerate. Each officer goes to the battlefield with two servants and a groom as if to a marriage ceremony. No wonder the British laboring class has not responded
to their calls. They have suffered enough from their ruthless
hands. British defeat would be their true emancipation. In
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Imperial Britain they have not an inch of ground to claim as
their home and hearth—though millions of acres are preserved
as game for the privileged: the land they till belongs to the
absent landlords who swell from the sweat on their brow. They
have only the empty talks of their easy-chair corrupt politicians
to feed on, that the Empire belongs to them and they must
bear all its burdens and sufferings and enjoy few of its privileges.
Such an etherial food is not sufficient to make a man sacrifice
his everything for the pleasures, treachery and intrigues of his
tyranical over-lords.
As to the dominance of the Orient by concerted or a single
power—it is a vain delusion. It will be much easier to check
the tides of the ocean with porous sands. It is impossible and
suicidal even to attempt to keep three-quarter of the human
race in bondage when they have been once awakened to their
consciousness. You can fool some of the people all the time
you can fool all the people part of the time, but you can not fool
all the people all the time. The Orient has been awakened from
the slumber and lethargy of centuries, and any attempt to
enslave her liberated soul would simply create race-antagonism
and hatred and prolong the war—and then it can not be done.
The dismemberment of the British Empire means a new epoch
of World-civilization, Federation of World-Republics and
Brotherhood of man.
Of course they are blaming Germany for betraying European hegemony and interests. The allied powers feel that Germany has ended their happy dreams and their imperial existence
is at stake. There is an old saying that when two thieves quarrel
Truth comes out. But in all justice and fairness it must be
admitted that Germany owes her first duty to her own interest
not the interest of these international political thieves, cutthroats and rogues- Self-preservation is the first law of nature.
And why should she give precedence to British interests? Is
she physically, morally, intellectually inferior to any? W h y
should she subordinate her own interest to those of others
because it ends their happy schemes and dreams?
*

Mohammedans are praying, Allah is great; and the Gita says:
"When Injustice prevails and Earth is oppressed, I come again
and again to redeem Humanity." Let therefore all lovers of
*
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humanity rejoice at British defeat and German victory. Earth
has suffered enough from British oppression. W h a t we have
cited has been taken from the official records and can be corroborated in any important library. Yet it is but an insignificant
part of the whole story of British despotic oppression. Such a
government has no right to exist. I t is a mockery, even to call
it a government. I t is simply legalized piracy. Against such an
inhuman tyranny Indian Revolutionary Forces have declared war.
India knows she has to fight her own battles and make her own
destiny. She has to fight against a remorseless, unscrupulous
and cruel foe, who keeps no word of honor and for whom no
pledge has any sanctified inviolability. Against so mean and
treacherous an enemy, hatred has almost become religious passion. Mob-violence can not always be prevented in such a state
of affairs, as guerilla warfare is the only thing possible in a
disarmed country. Though India abhors bloodshed—it is the
only way to her emancipation. However, it is believed the country that in ancient days—in the time of Asoka—established hospitals for animals and today millions would rather die of starvation than rob living creatures of their lives for their food, would
not be blood-thirsty, even in retaliation. But as accidents are
unavoidable in a war, we advise those who have relatives or
friends in India to warn them, not to associate too closely with
the English, to avoid being mistaken for them and to put on a
small flag or identification badge on their dress as a preventive
measure, so that no mistake will be possible. India only hates
England and she cherishes no other feeling but friendly respect
for other nationalities. Of course it all depends on how England
behaves. If she realizes that nothing can now prevent India
becoming free, then the world might be spared another prolonged and sanguine war in the East. It might also do good
to England to purge her soul of impurities as in a fiery furnace.
India is determined to fight as long as her Flag of Independence
does not float proudly from the Himalayas to Cape Comorin.
As victim of British despotism and economic brigandage, India
loses more men every year, in peace time under British rule,
than would she lose in a war with England in ten years.
Let therefore all lovers of humanity rejoice at the defeat of
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British arms—and disintegration of the British Empire, based on
relentless persecution and oppression, would liberate the earth
of the iron shackles that have bound her for centuries. Let all
lovers of Justice, Freedom and Humanity rejoice at the Birth of
mutual
her cordial greetings to all.
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